
a cathedral constructed according to the Golden Section is bling thought! For the beaùtiful soul potentially residing
within every individual, “desire shall ally with duty, and rea-always more beautiful than a common house, and why—with

your permission—a fugue of Beethoven is more beautiful son shall be joyously obeyed.” Beauty is therefore of vital
significance for all mankind. Man’s “intellectual nature hasthan one by Bach.

Along with Schiller, I say that there do exist absolute been provided with a sensuous partner, not so as to cast it off
or to shed it like a rough shell, but on the contrary, so as tocriteria for beauty, dictated by reason. However—and Schil-

ler is emphatic about this—purpose, order, proportion, and unite it with its own higher self.”
But it is the senses which give human reason so muchperfection have absolutely nothing to do with beauty itself;

they are merely the material of beauty. “The only form of trouble, and they must be educated to the level of reason.
Likewise, even though beauty itself is founded upon reason,beauty is a free exposition of the truth, of purpose, of per-

fection.” it is through the senses that beauty is perceived. Schiller there-
fore arrives at the following conclusion:Beauty as the free exposition of truth—that is an enno-

the same Object, evinces a design to reduce them under
absolute Despotism; it is their right, it is their duty, to throw
off such government, and to provide new guards for theirDeclaration of the future security.

Such has been the patient sufferance of the developingInalienable Rights of Man
countries, and such is now the necessity which constrains
them to alter their former Systems of Violation of National

This Declaration of the Inalienable Rights of Man was Sovereignty through the dictate of supranational institu-
adopted on Nov. 24, 1984, by the Third International Con- tions. The history of the present International Financial
ference of the Schiller Institute. Institutions is a history of repeated injuries and usurpa-

tions, all having in direct object the establishment of an
When in the Course of human events, it becomes necessary absolute Tyranny over these States. To prove this, let Facts
for the peoples in the world to dissolve the political bands be submitted to a candid world.
which have connected them with another, and to assume They have refused their Assent to our plans of develop-
among the powers of the Earth, the separate and equal ment, the most wholesome and necessary for the public
station to which the Laws of Nature and of Nature’s God good.
entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind They have forbidden their Banks to engage in business
requires that they should declare the causes which impel of immediate and pressing importance for us, and in
them to separation. equal terms.

We hold these truths to be self-evident: that all men They have dictated to us terms of trade and relations
are created equal; that they are endowed by their Creator of currency, that have relinquished our Rights as Equals in
with certain inalienable Rights; that among these are Life, the World Community, a Right inestimable to them and
Liberty, and the pursuit of Happiness. formidable to tyrants only.

That to secure these rights, governments are instituted They have burdened us with conference after confer-
among Men, deriving their just powers from the consent ence to discuss these matters, at places unusual, uncom-
of the governed; fortable and distant from the depository of our Public Re-

That whenever any Form of Government becomes de- cords, for the sole purpose of fatiguing us into compliance
structive to these ends, it is the Right of the People to alter with their measures.
or abolish it, and to institute new government, laying its They have overthrown legitimate governments repeat-
foundation on such principles and organizing its powers edly, for opposing with manly firmness their invasions on
in such form, as to them shall seem most likely to effect rights of the people.
their Safety and Happiness. Prudence, indeed, will dictate They have refused for a long time and in many in-
that Governments long established should not be changed stances, after such topplings, to permit other republican
for light and transient causes; and accordingly all experi- forces to be elected in a democratic form; whereby the
ence hath shown, that mankind are more disposed to suffer, Legislative Powers, incapable of Annihilation, have re-
while evils are sufferable, than to right themselves by abol- turned to the People at large for their Exercise, the State
ishing the forms to which they are accustomed. But when remaining in the meantime exposed to all the dangers of
a long train of abuses and usurpations, pursuing invariably invasion from without, and convulsion within.
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The contemplation of beauty, of truth, of excellence, is cease striving for improvement, struggling for the creative
fruits of genius. As Schiller warns, “General experiencethe momentary appropriation of these qualities. What-

ever condition we perceive, we ourselves enter into that teaches us that the person who relapses into the criminal life
is all the more maniacal, and that the relief which the renegadecondition. The moment we think it, we are already the

possessor of a virtue, the author of an action, the discov- from virtue finds from his heavy burden of contrition, is all
the sweeter when he returns to the arms of perfidy.”erer of a truth, the harborer of a joy. We ourselves be-

come that object which we perceive. Or, conversely, “The person who has managed to reap
all the beauty, greatness, and excellence of nature in small
and large, and can find the grand unity within this multiplic-The contemplation of beauty awakens within us a power

which transforms the sensuous world into a free product of ity, has already come much closer to the divinity. The en-
tirety of creation flows into, and dissolves within his person-our reason, and governs the material world through ideas.

But there is never a final goal in this quest. We must never ality. If each man loved all men, then each individual would

They have endeavored to prevent the necessary population and have endeavored to bring on the most backward and
increase for industrialization of these States; for that pur- fanatic savages, whose known rule of Warfare is an undis-
pose imposing forced sterilization programs and refusing tinguished destruction of all ages, sexes and conditions.
the necessary technology transfer under the pretext of the In every step of these Oppressions, we have petitioned
so-called protection of the environment. for Redress in the most humble terms: Our repeated Peti-

They have obstructed justice by giving aid and comfort tions and Resolutions have been answered only by re-
to undemocratic forces whom they regarded as their peated injury. Institutions, whose character is thus marked
“assets.” by every act which may define a Tyrant, are unfit to be

They have made Judges dependent on their will alone the rulers of free peoples. We have appealed to them in
for the Tenure of their offices, and the amount and payment innumerable conferences, assemblies, and conventions,
of their salaries. and appealed to their sense of justice, without any posi-

They have erected a multitude of New Offices, and tive response.
sent swarms of Officers to harass our people, and eat out We, therefore, the Representatives of the Peoples of
their substance. the World, appealing to the Supreme Judge of the World

They have used the military might of governments to for the rectitude of our intentions, do, in the Name, and
pursue the continuation of a de facto condition of colonial- by the Authority of, all good people of all countries,
ism. They have in many instances furthered military forms solemnly publish and declare, that all the countries of
of government to impose the demanded austerity. the World are and of Right ought to be Free and indepen-

They have combined with others to subject us to a dent States.
jurisdiction foreign to our constitutions, and unacknowl- That all human beings on this planet have inalienable
edged by our laws, giving their Assent to their Acts of rights, which guarantee them life, freedom, material condi-
pretended Legislation: tions worthy of man, and the right to develop fully all

For using the territory of our countries for proxy and potentialities of their intellect and their souls. That there-
population wars; fore a change in the present monetary and economic order

For cutting off our trade with all parts of the World; is necessary and urgent, to establish justice among the
for imposing conditionalities on us without our consent; peoples of the world.

For depriving us in many cases of the benefits of Trial These were in large part the formulations of the Ameri-
by Jury; can Declaration of Independence, and no honest witness

For taking away our Charters, abolishing our most val- can deny that all we wish to remedy are the same unjust
uable Laws, and altering fundamentally the Forms of Our conditions which the Founding Fathers wished to remove
Governments. They have caused conditions in our coun- when they ended their condition as colonies to establish
tries, which destroyed the lives of our people; they have the first true independent republic. It is this example we
generally caused our countries, already previously weak- wish to replicate everywhere and it is these principles we
ened and exploited by colonialism, to collapse, with meth- wish to uphold.
ods of cruelty and perfidy scarcely paralleled in the most And for the support of this Declaration, with a firm
barbarous ages, totally unworthy of Man in civilized na- reliance on the protection of Divine Providence, we mutu-
tions. ally pledge to each other our Lives, our Fortunes, and our

They have excited domestic insurrections amongst us, sacred Honor.
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